Second Skin
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“As the reptile sheds it’s skin, it lifts and becomes translucent, making way for the second skin.”

Privacy Shrouds

VEASYBLE is a set of wearable accessories that can be converted at a into a means of isolation.
Composition: VEASYBLE is made of paper bonded to polyethylene and fabric.
Keywords: Isolation, Ornament, Revelation, Intimacy.
PPE for Front Line Workers

An adaptation of the hands-free umbrella 'Nubrella'.

TARGET USERS
DELIVERY PERSONNEL
STREET VENDORS
GARBAGE COLLECTORS
FUMIGATORS
POLICE FORCE
SECURITY GUARDS
PRESS REPORTERS

Collapsible +
Hands free structure

Hydration Pack
Adjustable chest straps
+ evenly distributed weight
NIGHT TIME UTILITY

Reflective coating on the aluminium wires enables physical distancing in poorly lit areas / at night time.

PPE for Front Line Workers
An adaptation of the hands-free umbrella 'Nubrella'.

Collapsible +
Hands free structure

Hydration Pack
Adjustable chest straps + evenly distributed weight
#StepOutSafely.